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South African firm, SacOil Holdings, says it is
coming up with encouraging results in its
exploration work for oil in Block 1 which covers
the onshore area in the northern districts of
Karonga and Chitipa.

SacOil’s Executive Director responsible for operations,
Bradley Cerff, says in a summary of the company’s presentation
on exploration progress to the Malawi Government that based
on the geological and geophysical data reviewed and presented,
the SacOil team is confident that the elements of a petroleum
system are present over the licence area.
“In furthering our understanding of prevailing geographical

conditions, the future work programme may include a
geochemistry survey, passive seismic tomography and
geochemical sampling of hot springs in the concession area,”
says Cerff.
A high-level SacOil Holdings team was in Lilongwe on

August 5 2016 to present their progress report and update on
the exploration program to the Department of Mines and
included Mr. Cerff, Mr. Jordaan Fouche Vice President
Technical and Mr SiphoMolejane, SacOil’s Project Engineer.
(Read the summary of SacOil presentation to Malawi Government on Page 3)
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At the outset, allow me to mention that Malawi is now on a steady journey towards mineral
exploration. Some of you may recall that we had successful launch of the high resolution air
borne survey data last year. The airborne survey was an initial step in the process of acquiring
relevant data needed to develop the mining sector. The airborne also data pinpointed areas with
high mineral potential. I am therefore pleased to be here this morning to officially launch the
Geological Mapping and Mineral Assessment Project (GEMMAP), which, among several issues,
will conduct ground follow ups of the anomalies interpreted in the airborne survey. The
investigations will also identify the type of rocks, the minerals hosted by the rocks, the quality and
the quantities of the minerals in the ground. This type of data will assist to guide investors in
making informed decisions in the selection of exploration targets.

Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, this initiative is in line with the country’s drive to
diversify the economy, which is also in keeping with the Malawi Growth and Development
Strategy (MGDS II). As some of you are aware, the Mineral sector has been identified as one
of the key priority areas that can foster sustainable economic growth. In this regard, the current
Government, through the dynamic leadership of His Excellency, Prof. Arthur Peter Mutharika,
President of the Republic of Malawi, attaches strong commitment to ensuring the growth of the
Mining sector through various deliberate initiatives which are aimed at establishing a conducive
investment environment in the mining sector.

Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, the knowledge of the mineral potential of Malawi
is also relevant when my Ministry is awarding exploration and mining licenses. Furthermore,

when negotiating mining development agreements with investors, through GEMMAP, my
Ministry shall have prior knowledge of the mineral resources we have other than just depending
on what the investors are reporting.

In addition, you may be aware that Malawi is prone to geohazards such as earthquakes,
landslides, rockfalls and flooding. GEMMAP shall conduct natural risk mapping of the country.
This information is significant in the implementation of the country’s development plans and
natural risk prevention and mitigation measures.

Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, GEMMAP shall also improve the delivery of quality
services to the mining sector and the general public. The project will build capacity through
training of staff, acquisition of mapping and exploration equipment, modernizing Geological Survey
Department laboratories so that most of the mineral analyses are done within the country.

The geological data generated is significant not only to mining, but also to designing of
infrastructure, ground water exploration, land use planning and general research in various fields.

At this point, let me commend the Consortium of Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières
or Geological Survey of France (BRGM), Geological Survey of Finland (GTK) and Council for
Geosciences of South Africa (CGS), for being awarded the contract to work with the Malawi
Geological Survey in implementing the GEMMAP in the next five years.
I wish to urge the private sector and development partners to support my Ministry’s effort to
realize a modern, efficient and effective mining industry. I am confident that if efficiently
implemented, the data from the GEMMAP will unveil the true mineral potential of our country.

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, I would also like to take this opportunity to convey sincere
gratitude to the following countries and institutions for their invaluable support to have the
project become a reality. These are:-

• The French Government which has provided a 10.8 million Euro grant to the Government
of Malawi for the Geological Mapping and Mineral Assessment Project.

• The World Bank and The European Union for financing the Mining Governance and Growth
Support Project (MGGSP). The components of the two project complement each other.

• The Japanese Government through the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) for
their financial and technical support in the mining sector.

In concluding, let me assure you all that my Ministry will do everything possible to create a
conducive and enabling environment for investors in the mining sector.

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, with these remarks, I now declare the Geological Mapping
and Mineral Assessment Project officially launched.

God bless you and thank you for your attention.

SPEECH BY HONOURABLE BRIGHT MSAKA SC, THE MINISTER OF NATURAL RESOURCES, ENERGY AND MINING
AT THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH OF THE GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND MINERAL ASSESSMENT PROJECT (GEMMAP)

AT BINGU INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE CENTRE (BICC) ON 15TH JUNE 2016



SacOil Holdings was awarded Block 1 in December
2012. At 12,265 square kilometres, Block 1 is the
second largest petroleum exploration license
demarcated in Malawi. Located in the north western
part of Malawi, bordering Tanzania to the north and

Zambia to the west, the Block is geologically on trend with the
East African Rift (EAR). The EAR is a proven hydrocarbon
province with prolific oil discoveries in Sudan, Chad, Kenya and
Uganda. SacOil Holdings Limited, the South African Company,
which holds 100% equity in Block 1, is dual listed on the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange and London’s AIM.
SacOil’s successful completion of an environmental risk

screening study with the assistance of Golder Associates in 2014,
determined the environmental risk and opportunity criteria that
sets the platform for further exploration work. Given the
vast geographical area, SacOil set out to prioritise their focus on
areas meeting geologically and environmentally favourable
criteria for further exploration.
"Exclusion criteria", which typically include protected areas

and areas with a high probability of impacting negatively on
communities, were applied first, which eliminates certain areas
from further exploration. "Repulsion or avoidance criteria" are
then applied to the remaining areas which may highlight
sub-optimal areas in terms of biophysical, social or technical
characteristics. Lastly, SacOil applied "Attraction criteria"
which include technically or strategically advantageous areas
such as areas in close proximity to existing infrastructure (roads,
rail, etc) and cleared or already degraded land.
A high-level SacOil Holdings team was in Lilongwe on

5 August 2016 to present their progress report and update on the
exploration program to the department of mines of Malawi. The
team included Mr Bradley Cerff, Executive Director Operations,
Mr Jordaan Fouche Vice President Technical and Mr Sipho
Molejane, SacOil’s Project Engineer.
SacOil's Exploration licence is divided into an initial four-year

period and two subsequent three-year renewal periods. In
November 2014, the department of mines served notice to all
licence holders to cease oil and gas prospecting operations
pending a review of the terms of all licences issued. SacOil was
given the go-ahead to continue operations in July 2015. Despite
the seven-month halt in their work programme, the SacOil
delegation presented a positive report to the Ministry. Based on
the geological and geophysical data reviewed and presented, the
SacOil team is confident that the elements of a petroleum system
are present over the licence. The future work programme will
revolve around proving the existence of each element, which

includes Reservoir, Trap, Seal, Source and Migration path ways.
It should also be noted that the appropriate relative timing of

the geological formation of these elements as well as the processes
associated with the generation, migration and accumulation of
hydrocarbons are necessary for oil and/or gas to present and be
preserved.
Taking into account the above elements, petroleum exploration

plays and prospects will be developed in geological basins and
regions in which a complete petroleum system has some
likelihood of existing. It is with the above work completed to date
that SacOil will now look forward to developing exploration
prospects and define targets for testing.
SacOil Executive Director Operations, Bradley Cerff says that

in furthering their understanding of prevailing geographical
conditions, the future work programme may include a
geochemistry survey, passive seismic tomography and
geochemical sampling of hot springs in the concession area
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Equipment and Parts Suppliers (EPS), one of Malawi’s reputable industrial mining, construction equipment and spare parts distributors was
a major exhibitor at the recently ended Lilongwe Trade Fair. The entity played dual important roles as a participant as well as a sponsor.
Mining & Trade Review crew was there to capture it all in pictures:

EPS steals show at Lilongwe Trade Fair

SacOil upbeat on oil
search prospectsMMaallaawwiiaannss  nneeeedd  ttoo

ssuuppppoorrtt  ooiill  sseeaarrcchh  ffiirrmmss

EEDDIITTOORRIIAALL

There is positive news
coming from the oil
exploration subsector.
As reported in our
main article, South
African firm SacOil
Holdings, which holds
oil exploration licence
for Block 1 located
onshore in the district
of Chitipa and part of

Karonga has reported encouraging results in
the prospecting venture.
According to SacOil, the positive data on

oil prospects the company has acquired from
preliminary work has triggered it to proceed
with its oil exploration work, which will now
include geochemistry survey, passive seismic
tomography and geochemical sampling of hot
springs in the concession area.
We congratulate Sacoil Holdings for the

positive news. On the same note, we would like
to ask Malawians including environmental
activists to appreciate and support efforts by
firms such as SacOil.
For environmental activists, they do not

have to threaten people about environmental
dangers of oil exploration for the mere reason
that they want to siphon money from donors
or these firms in form of blackmailing them.
What they have to understand is that the

oil exploration process is in a very preliminary
stage far away from production stage as just as
SacOil has reported, the companies are only
gathering and reviewing data and in these
stages surely there are very minimal or no
environmental dangers.
Surely, Malawi, as a country, will need this

data not only for geological work concerning
future oil prospecting studies but also scientific
studies for its academic institutions.
It is, therefore, an opportunity for Malawi

that it has taken investments by private
companies such as SacOil Holdings to gather
this all important data.
We a lso  have  to  understand that

expatriates of companies like SacOil work with
locals and in so doing they help in building
capacity of local professionals which is a plus
for the country. Thumbs up, SacOil!

BY MARCEL CHIMWALA 
PUBLISHING EDITOR

SacOil’s Jordaan Fouche making a presentation

SacOil delegation with Ministry representatives
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Impoverished communities in rural areas where
mining activities are taking place say they are
hoping that government will include clauses in the
new Mines and Minerals Law that will ensure that
they get substantial benefits from mining projects.

The members of the community, who are always
sidelined on decision making regarding mining projects
investors are implementing in their areas, voiced their
expectations on the new law in the wake of government’s
delays to table the Mines and Minerals Bill in parliament
despite the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and
Mining finalizing consultations with stakeholders on the
proposed law.
“It is unfortunate that though investors come to develop

their mining projects on our land, the government which
gives the licences to the investors does not consult us. We
just see investors digging holes in our land and when we
ask them they say it is the government which has given

them the land. We, therefore, urge the government to live up
to its word and ensure that the new law that will facilitate
that issues of community engagement are adequately
addressed is enacted as soon as possible,” says a woman,
Silino Likovo, from the Songwe Hill area in Phalombe,
where an investor Mkango Resources is carrying out a rare
earth exploration project. 
Commenting on the issue, the area’s Village Head

Namalamba says it is possible that with a good law in place,
communities will be in a position to get more benefits from
mining projects because despite legal shortfalls on areas
such as community engagement and corporate social
responsibility, companies such as Mkango are showing that
they are committed to the course following civil society
interventions through the Tilitonse project. 
“In my area, there was indeed community hostility

towards the investment due to communication shortfalls

before Tilitonse came in through the civil society to
empower us with knowledge and negotiating skills to
engage the investor on corporate social responsibility
issues. Now after constructive dialogue with them, Mkango
Resources has demonstrated the desire to partner us, the
people in development. Now they have rehabilitated roads,
bridges and boreholes, and also painted school blocks. We
believe that with a good law in place to guide such
companies, the benefits could be more,” she says.
Communities around Mwaulambo Coal Mine in

Karonga, where a local investor Eland Coal Mine has a coal
mining licence, are also desperately in need of the new
mines law. For them, the issue is not that the law will help
them acquire more benefits from the project as regards
corporate social responsibility rather they want protection
from the wrath of bad mining practices.
The issue at hand is that Eland, which started

prospecting in 2007 and later mining in 2008 without any
community consultations, has abandoned the site leaving
big unfilled gullies at the site which is not guarded by a

durable protective fence.
The members of the community say they are bitter with

the government and the miner for failing to implement a
mine closure plan, which would have involved filling the
gullies.
“There are fears that while playing, children may fall

into the gullies and get injured or even die. In addition, our
livestock are also endangered as we already have cases of
them dying after falling into the gullies,” says a woman
from the area.
The members of the community, therefore, ask the

government to ensure that the new law has provisions for
investors undertaking mining activities to invest in
environmental bonds whose proceeds will be used to
implement a mine closure plan to include rehabilitation of
the environment in order avoid cases similar to the
Mwaulambo Coal Mine issue.

By Marcel Chimwala

cont. on page 9

Communities anticipate be
...Transparency is the catch word-CEPA

Village Headman Namalamba of Phalombe making a contribution during this year’s Alternative Mining Indaba

M’mbelwa IV with a community member from Phalombe

Members of mining communities from the north 

Paramount Kyungu: His area exposed to bad mining practices
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Communities anticipate be
...Transparency is the catch word-CEPA

SPERRY MINING RESOURCES LIMITED
1. Introduction

The Sperry Mining Resources Ltd (SMR) is a 100% black-owned, Malawian  company
that carries-out joint-venture mineral prospecting and mining operations in the
country, but is also focused on providing quality mining supply services desperately
needed by the mining industry, that include the supply of:-

(1) Mine protective clothing, uniforms, ropes, and other equipment.
(2) Portable and containerized diesel generators (and accessory equipment) for on-site mine

electrical power supplies, on a rental basis.
(3) Electrical energy saving LED lighting technologies, such as the supply of LED flood-lights

for construction and mining sites, LED warehouse lighting, LED office lighting, LED  
street-lighting, etc.

(4) Solar power technology for on-site solar power supplies for mines and construction sites.
(5) Laundry and cleaning services for mining uniforms/clothing, and chemicals etc.

This spread of business services operation has enabled the company to develop and evolve
in an organic manner, thereby providing the executive management team the opportunity to
strengthen its capacities and develop the necessary strategies in the management of expanded
business operations.

Sperry Mining Resources Ltd (SMR) has developed an aggressive business approach in
the market-place. Its management style is steady, analytical and highly focused, balancing
corporate risk exposure against evolving corporate growth opportunities. It is a delicate balance
of corporate management know-how, but one in which SMR has fared so well.

For this reason, Sperry Mining Resources Ltd corporate earnings, while not being spared
from the global economic down turn, have weathered the economic storm over the last few
years successfully, and are now exhibiting an upward and positive growth trend that is unique
amongst its peers. This can be attributed to the quality and experience of its management and
skilled workforce.

The company is therefore very pleased to re-assure its suppliers and clients that its services
and out-look in market-place is very strong and is destined for rapid upward mobility.

2. Company Services’ Overview
The Company’s operational pillars highlight the fundamentals of our business model and
the axis of our operational focus. 
The four (4) business pillars are structured as follows:-
(a)Mining:Mineral prospecting and mining across Malawi, in joint-ventures with other         

companies.
(b) Equipment Rental: Portable diesel power generator sets for on-site electrical power 

supplies.

(c) Lighting: LED lighting fixtures,
including f lood-l ights  and 
streetlights, for mining and 
construction sites, etc.

(c) Protective Clothing and
Safety Equipment supplies:
for the mining and construction
industry.

(d) Others: Laundry services for
mining uniforms/clothing,
and construction, etc.

3. The Specialist Solution Providers
For Rental: Portable Diesel Power
Generators  – (see typical  s i te
installations below) - very portable
power supply packages of several Megawatts each are available, and can easily be moved from
site to site at a moment’s notice. Suitable for Mining sites, construction sites, off-shore oil
exploration and production sites, etc

Gas Production Facility: Generally, off-shore oil and gas exploration or production facilities
require portable power supply. Hence, our rental diesel generators sets suit our clients’
operations perfectly, and keep their businesses running with the least effort. This is what we do
best at Sperry Mining Resources Ltd.

4. Other Electrical Services and Equipment Supply
(i)   Supply of LED flood-light fixtures for underground and open-cast mining operations, 

warehouse LED lighting, office LED lighting, etc. for maximum electrical energy 
saving, with maximum lighting delivery.

(ii)  Solar power supply technology for any construction and mining site applications.
(iii) Uniqueness of our Electrical Energy Savings and Perimeter Flood Lighting

The electrical energy saving services addresses mine lighting requirements as stipulated by
law, and does so at a fraction of energy cost to the mine operator. This service rendering is
unique in the mining industry, and is a technical development that has arisen in recent years.

SMR, being in the forefront of technology in energy savings, now makes this technical
specialization available to all its clients.

Enquiries: Sperry Mining Resources Ltd for all your mineral prospecting/mining, oil &
gas production requirements. Call: + 265-993-404-090; + 265-885-580-930

Reverend David Gondwe: Managing Director
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Stakeholders in Malawi’s mining sector last
month converged in Mangochi where they
banged heads with representatives of tertiary   in-
stitutions on how they can come up with a    re-
vised geosciences curriculum that will enable the

colleges produce graduates capable of meeting the needs
of the country’s blossoming mining sector.
The National Consultative Stakeholder’s Curriculum

Review conference took place at Nkopola Lodge from
August 8th to 9th, 2016 and was organized by Department
of Geography and Earth Sciences (GES) of Chancellor
College with financial support from the US$30million
World Bank and European Union co-funded Mining
Governance and Growth Support Project (MGGSP).
The function drew together several interest groups

which included industry players, members of the civil
society, officials from the Geological Survey Department
(GSD) and academic experts, both local and international.
Opening the conference, Vice Principal for Chancellor

College, Professor Samson Sajidu, said the review of
Geography and Earth Sciences programmes was an
important undertaking as it would assist in shaping the
future of the mining sector.
“Curriculum development is key to the implementation

and support of the MGGSP because curricula should be
dynamic and reflect the growing needs of the country,” he
said.
He told the gathering that the current curriculum, which

may not be at par with local and international developments
affecting the sector, has been in place since 2006 which is
quite contrary to the University requirement of programmes
review after a complete cycle, thus fifth year after a 4 year
programme.
Sajidu, therefore, said the MGGSP support for

geosciences curriculum review will necessitate adjustments
to the programme to suit the changes and developments in
the mining sector.
“We believe that this gathering, which has brought

together key national and local stakeholders in the geology
and mining sector, will critically review the present
curriculum and make recommendations that will be
integrated in the development of a draft curriculum. In turn,
programme modules relevant to the current needs of our
sector will be produced,” he said.
For long, Malawi has been reliant on agriculture as the

backbone of the economy but the government is now
pursing plans to diversify and identified mining among the
key sectors that can spur the country’s economic growth.
“This is why the Malawi government came up with

MGGSP with the aim of generating baseline and vital
geo-scientific data while ensuring that key stakeholder
institutions in the mining sector are also empowered with
capacity to carry out their core mandates and this is where
the role of the tertiary education sector comes in,” he said.
He said Universities develop the human resources

through training, innovations and research which can
support growth and decision making in the mining sector;
hence it was imperative for institutions to develop
responsive programmes to practically and theoretically
equip geosciences graduates with knowledge that will
allow them make meaningful contributions to the industry
and economy as well. 
Sajidu noted that after the project, the Universities will

remain the vital repositories of geo-scientific knowledge
and data, which will support policy formulation for the
sector.

Deputy Dean of Science at Chancellor College
Associate Professor Bosco Rusuwa thanked MGGSP for
working with GES department which belongs to the
Faculty of Science, saying the department occupies a very
important place among strategic science departments.
The Faculty comprises seven departments namely:

Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Sciences,
Human Ecology, Physics, Mathematical Sciences and the
GES, but according to Rusuwa, the latter has a special place
owing to its bridging role between the natural and social

sciences, through three categories of courses it offers,
which are geological sciences (Earth Sciences), physical
geography and human geography.
“This bridging role is very important and has had ap-

plicability with considerable success in many critical sec-
tors such as mining, rural and urban development, disaster
risk management among others, where the natural sciences
are applied to address social issues,” he said.
He further explained that geosciences play a crucial

role in the development of the country in a number of
ways such as mining, geo-hazards, water resources,
climate, infrastructural development, land use planning, etc,

and the GES Chanco department deals with all these areas
which are in line with the current needs and challenges of
the country.

“Not surprisingly, therefore, the Department’s
curriculum ought to always be in tandem with national and
global trends,” said the Deputy Dean of Science, who
appreciated the World Bank/EU financial support for what
he termed an ‘all-important task’. 
Rusuwa pledged unwavering commitment to ensuring

that the curriculum being offered at all its programme

levels is relevant to both the national development goals as
well as being on equal footing with international academic
standards.
He also lauded other forms of support the Project has

offered to the GES department and pledged collaboration
with other institutions offering relevant components of
earth science such as the Polytechnic and the Malawi
University for Science and Technology (MUST).
The Project has recruited Professor Tom Blenkinsop of

Cardiff University, an internationally acclaimed academic,
to assist in the development of the new curriculum.
In his remarks, Blenkinsop emphasized on the need to

come up with a programme that will impart considerable
local geo-scientific knowledge that will apply locally as
well as internationally. 
He strongly recommended the importance of developing

programme modules specifically dealing with field work,
saying this will help prepare students for the work required
on the ground.
“We need to enhance field-based teaching in order to

improve student’s hands-on experience. Graduates should
be able to design and manage mining related field projects

By Chiku Jere

World Bank, EU fund geosciences curriculum review for tertiary institutions
• Project to modernize training modules in tandem with needs of mining sector •  Practical training for graduates recommended

Prof. Sajidu: Chanco Vice Principal                   Ass. Prof. Rusuwa: Deputy Dean of Science       Chipongwe: MGGSP Coordinator                       Prof. Blenskinsop: Consultant                             Salima: Geological Survey Dept. director     Emma Adam represented small scale miners      Lungu: Chamber of Mines president                                                                                                                                          

Participants in a group photo at Nkopola Lodge
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such as independent mapping project, identifying minerals
and field seals because geologists are revered for their
referent of expertise carried in fields,” he pointed out. 
The academician stressed that at the end of the training,

graduates should be able to independently use the acquired
skills and knowledge to identify a problem and effectively
devise a way to deal with it.
He suggested the option of offering specialized degrees

with wide selection of optional modules that are sensitive
to contemporary social issues.
Director of Geological Survey Department Jalf Salima

agreed with Blenkinsop’s proposals noting that that

country is in dire need for experts in geo-sciences and the
curriculum should be designed to produce technical experts
to manage issues such as project design, field exploration
work and archiving of data.
He said through the revised programme, institutions

should be able to mould experts who will undertake
collaborative geo-scientific research, evaluate mineral
resources and generate baseline information to investors for
detailed exploration. 
“The curriculum we are deliberating on today should

enable students acquire knowledge and skills on how to
collect, update, curate and disseminate geo scientific data;
they should be able to map, document, carry out assessments
of geo hazards and disseminate results to policy makers, and
they should as well be capable of providing technical advice
to small-scale and artisanal miners,” he said. 
Chamber of Mines and Energy President Dean Lungu

and coordinator Grain Malunga, concurrently acknowledged
of existing deficit in as far as well-trained field experts in
geo-sciences are concerned and urged institutions to come
up with programmes that have relevance to local mining
industry job opportunities.
MGGSP coordinator Hastings Chipongwe explained

that the curriculum review is among the initiatives MGGSP
has lined up in order to achieve its objective, which is to
improve efficiency, transparency and sustainability of
mining sector management in Malawi.
The project’s initiatives include creating conducive

legal and regulatory framework, reviewing and optimizing
the mining fiscal regime, updating geological information
and making it easily accessible, as well as developing
human capacity for the mining sector.
“So we are here today because MGGSP is addressing

the aspect of the project that concerns development of
human capacity for the sector,” he said.
Chipongwe explained that through UNIMA, the

project intends to build mass skills in mining-related
disciplines and hoped the Universities will institute
geology as a major course.
Apart from Chanco, the MGGSP has also supported

curriculum development at Polytechnic, leading to the
introduction of three mining-related programmes namely;
Metallurgy and Mineral Processing, Mining Engineering
and Geological Engineering.
“Government believes that the growth of the mineral

sector on a sustainable basis is possible if the environment is
conducive to investment in exploration and production. Right
frameworks and capacities need to be in place for the sector
to realize its potential, both in terms of macro-economic
contribution and non-monetary linkages,” he said.
Through the MGGSP, GES has already undertaken a

number of activities such as visits to other institutions of
higher learning offering similar programs in the region and
overseas, refurbishment of the teaching rooms, offices of
GES and acquisition of furniture, computers as well as lab
equipment.
The new curriculum development is a fourth activity in

line of implementation, while needs assessment and
development of exploration and mining aids for small scale
mining sector entrepreneurs will follow within the course of
the remaining project life.
As part of the same capacity building exercise, MGGSP

is also facilitating training of existing staff in the relevant
institutions in order to properly manage and regulate the
sector. 
So far, 12 officers are back from long term training and

eight are still continuing with the programme under the

sponsorship of MGGSP, which also has plans to send more
for the programme. 
Chipongwe also said over 10 officers went for

attachment at various institutions while 50-plus officers
went for short term training in various institutions.
MGGSP was approved on March 31, 2011, declared

effective on August 23, 2012 and officially launched by the
former State President of the Republic of Malawi Joyce
Banda on January 22, 2013.
The project was supposed to be a five-year undertaking,

but the period has been extended by 18 months to allow the

implementation of other equally important elements.
Meanwhile, as we went to press, Professor Blenkinsop

communicated that a draft revised curriculum of a named
specialised degree (B.Sc. Geology), which emphasizes
mining geology in four modules over three years, rendering
the degree internationally competitive, was now in place. 
He said the field geological skills which many

stakeholders stressed on, geoethics and communication
skills, are all embedded in three field modules over three
years, amounting to over 5 weeks of field training.
However, Blenkinsop said there were several more

steps to be taken to implement the curriculum, including its
journey through Faculty, College and University levels,
which will occur in the near future

World Bank, EU fund geosciences curriculum review for tertiary institutions
• Project to modernize training modules in tandem with needs of mining sector •  Practical training for graduates recommended

Prof. Sajidu: Chanco Vice Principal                   Ass. Prof. Rusuwa: Deputy Dean of Science       Chipongwe: MGGSP Coordinator                       Prof. Blenskinsop: Consultant                             Salima: Geological Survey Dept. director     Emma Adam represented small scale miners      Lungu: Chamber of Mines president                                                                                                                                          

Stakeholders listening to a presentation

Blenkinsop (standing) watch group session deliberations
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nefits from new mining law
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The Mwaulambo community has, meanwhile,
commenced litigation measures against the government and
Eland Coal Mines for damaging the environment in the area,
and civil society groups under the umbrella of the Natural
Resources Justice Network (NRJN) are planning to join the
community in seeking justice over the issue.
“We want to ensure that justice is done in the case of

the Mwaulambo coal mine issue because members of the
community are suffering due to negligence on the part of
the government and the investor otherwise it is the duty of
the government to force the investor to rehabilitate the
environment,” says NRJN Board Chairperson Kossam
Munthali .

Transparency is the catch word
Adding its voice, a local civil society organization

Centre for Environmental Policy and Advocacy (CEPA)
says there is a need for the new law to promote
transparency and accountability in the minerals sector in
addition to ensuring that companies fulfill their corporate
social responsibility pledges.
CEPA Programme Officer (Extractives), Cynthia

Simkonda, says due to the non renewable nature of mineral
resources, revenue transparency is increasingly becoming a
significant sustainable development issue for the mining
sector.
She explains that the enacting of the new mines law

must be supported by the enactment of the Access to
Information Law and effective implementation of the
Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI) process
to facilitate that transparency starts from the award of
mineral rights to sale of the end product.
“Improved transparency of revenue streams will shine

a light on what resources are available for investing in
development, how they are spent, and the results that are
achieved, to help ensure resources are invested effectively
for development – in better health services, more productive
agriculture, higher quality education, and improved
infrastructure,” says Simkonda whose organization is
implementing a mining governance project to, among other
things, promote transparency and accountability in the
minerals sector with funding from Tilitonse Fund.
Simkonda says by making public the payments that

corporations make to governments, citizens can better track
the resources that are due to them for the export of their oil,
gas and mineral wealth.
Minister of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining

Bright Msaka, however, says his Ministry is committed to
see that the Mines and Minerals Bill is brought to parliament
before the end of the current session. He explains that the
Bill is now with the Attorney General undergoing a final
screening process before it is presented to the House.
Mining Engineer at the Department of Mines Cassius

Chiwambo says he expects the new law to bring sanity in
the mining sector explaining that the draft Bill and the
Mines and Minerals Policy adopted in 2013 are in tandem
with modern day practices in the extractive industry.
“The 2013 Policy as analysed by many, is found to be

adequate to meet government desires and the Draft Bill
covers almost all critical issues affecting the modern day
extractive industry worldwide,” says Chiwambo, who is
also an expert in mines and minerals law and policy.
He points out that both the law and the policy are in line

with the Africa Mining Vision 2050.
“What remains now is the Production of the Bill’s

Regulations which is in process at intra-ministerial level
to produce a Zero Draft,” says Chiwambo who also

recommends strengthening of enforcement mechanisms as
being critical to ensure that the law works for the people.
But are Members of Parliament ready to pass the Bill?

Chairperson for Parliamentary Committee on Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs, Werani Chilenga
MP, says as MPs they are ready to pass the Bill only after
making changes that will ensure that Malawians adequately
benefit from the country’s mineral resources.
Chilenga says the committee engaged two professional

consultants to advise it on how best to draft the law that is
representative of the needs of Malawians and through the
professional advice they came up with recommendations
that were submitted to government.
“We hope the Bill will come to parliament with our

proposals incorporated,” says Chilenga.
The Bill vests the ownership of mineral resources on

the State on behalf of the people of Malawi while under the
1981 Mines and Minerals Act currently in use, the
ownership of the mineral resources is vested on the Life
President on behalf of the citizens

...from page 4

nefits from new mining law

Munthali: NRJN Board Chairperson                                              Inkosi Mabulabo: His Kanyika area to benefit from the law        MP Chilenga
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Abstract
Malawi has high potential for discovery of economic deposits of uranium in both intrusive
granitic rocks and Karoo sediments. Recent country airborne geophysical survey (2013/14)
will be the basis for analysis, interpretation and discovery of more potential exploration
targets.

The paper tries to highlight the previous exploration work done so far and potential
areas for further exploration.

Introduction
Uranium is a chemical element, U, that is found in radioactive minerals. It occurs

naturally in low concentrations in soils, rock and water. Uranium is used as a high density
penetrator for nuclear war heads and as fuel to nuclear power plants. Natural uranium is
mainly U238 with U235 and U234 occurring in small amounts of 0.72% and 0.0052%.
U235 is fissile and that is the one that is used in nuclear plants. One kilogram of Uranium-
235 can release an equivalent energy amount of 1500 tonnes of coal.
Uranium's average concentration in soil, rock and water is between 0.7 to 11 ppm, 2 to

5 ppm and about 3 ppb respectively. Most large uranium reserves range from 100 ppm to
200 ppm. Some small reserves can be exploited with grades over 400 ppm such as the
Kayerekera uranium deposit with an estimated tonnage of 1,500.

Geology of Uranium
Background concentration of uranium in rocks is between 2 ppm and 5 ppm. Any

values above 100ppm are economic. In igneous rocks, U is associated with Zirconium
(Zr), niobium (Nb), tantalum (Ta), titanium (Ti) and rare earths (REE or lanthanides). In
Malawi uranium is associated with syenitic and granitic rocks. The main source of uranium
is a mineral called pitchblende and uranite. Other uranium bearing minerals include zircon,
betafite, allanite, zircon, davidite, uranothorianite and davidite in aplites and pegmatites as-
sociated with nepheline syenite gneiss.
Malawi has sandstone hosted uranium deposits in Karoo rocks. These are secondary

deposits dissolved in water after weathering of its minerals, transported in oxygen rich
water and deposited in reducing (oxygen poor) environments. The Kayerekera uranium
and Livingstonia uranium deposits were formed in such environments.

Uranium in Malawi
Intrusive Uranium deposits
Uranium pyrochlore deposit exist at Ilomba Hill (Table 1). The mineral occurs in

pyroxenitelenticles in aegerinefoyaite.  Uranium can be recovered as a by-product in the
extraction of niobium.  

Table 1: Igneous uranium deposits

Sedimentary Uranium Deposits
Uranium in Karoo sedimentary rocks is hosted in sandstone within the North Rukuru

basin.The main mineralised unit at Kayelekera(Table 2)is a basal arkosic unit which lies
above the coal measures sequence.

Table 2: Current Kayelekera Uranium deposit

The site has also 1.6 million tonnes at 756 ppm U3O8in stock pile (PAL Project
Brochure,2014)

Karoo sediments of Livingstonia which form basal beds of arkose and pebble bands
contain uraniferousphosphatic material.

Exploration Targets
Figure 1 shows potential areas for
uranium exploration in Malawi.

Area 1:  Kirk Range Block (Map
sheet 1434D, 1534B and 1534D)
This area is mostly occupied by

basement gneisses of amphibolitic
to granulitic metamorphic facies.
Ultramafic to granitic intrusive rocks
dominate the area. Target minerals
include corundum and platinum
while fault related mineralisation
include sulphides and gold. Ring
structures offer opportunities for
discovery of rare earths, radioactive
and sulphide minerals.

Area 3: Lengwe – Chiromo Block
(Map sheets 1634B and 1634 D)
This block is dominated by Karroo
rocks within a sedimentary basin with
ultrabasic intrusives characterised
by basalts and dolerites. This is
an exploration target for agates,
kimberlites, coal, uranium and
hydrocarbon.

Area 6: Northern Karoo Basins
(Map sheets 0933D, 1033B, 1034A
and 1034C)
Area 6 is mainly underlain by

amphibolites facies gneisses with
cordierite hornblende and biotite.
The western area hosts greenschist
facies popularly known as Mafingi
Group. Intrusive rocks include the Nyika granite. Karroo sediments overly these basement
rocks in structural depressions known as North Rukuru, Ngana and Chilumba basins.
Economic targets, worth pursuing, include coal, uranium, kimberlite (western edge of
Chilumba Basin) and hydrocarbon within the lake.

Area 7: Nkhata Bay Block (Map sheets 1134A and 1134C)
This area is mainly underlain by basement gneisses containing biotite and grading into

pyroxene granulite or charnockite. The Rumphi alkaline complex is in the northwest
corner of the block.  The Lunyangwa trough is believed to host Karroo sediments.
Economic targets in this block are coal, uranium, pegmatite minerals and rare earths.

Conclusion
Uranium in Malawi has high prospectivity and can form an important strategic mineral

with the ability to generate export revenue for the country. Target areas for exploration are
granitic and syenitic rocks, carbonatite centres and Karoo sedimentary rocks.
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Uranium in Malawi

LOCATION ANALYSIS
(ppm)

RESERVES(Million TONNES) REMARKS

PROVEN PROBABLE

KARONGA
• Kayelekera 400 0.39 5.34 5.73

LOCATION ANALYSIS RESERVES(‘000 TONNES) REMARKS

INDICATED INFERRED

CHITIPA
• Ilomba 511g/t 53.0 139.0 U308

Figure 1: Location of known mineral exploration targets
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Bua Roadblock, despite being one of the oldest police
check points in the country, has never had a shelter to house
the police when it is raining or when the weather is hot or
very cold. 
However, things changed on 21st June, 2016 when

Shayona Cement Corporation donated a building to house
police officers assigned duty at the Roadblock. 
Police officers led by the Officer in Charge for Kasungu

Police Station SACP Muwanga, who received the building
on behalf of the Malawi Police Service, expressed their
gratitude to Shayona Cement Corporation for a thought
well executed. 
“If companies in Malawi emulated the example set by

Shayona Cement Corporation, it would be much easier for
the police to efficiently perform their duty of providing
security to life and property in Malawi,” said Muwanga.
Shayona’s Public Relations Officer, Rowland

Mwalweni, who performed the official handover of the
building to the police, said the Management of Shayona
decided to donate the building after being touched by the
problems the police officers were going through due to lack
of necessary shelter at the roadblock. 
“It all started in one of the Management meetings early

this year when a decision was made to construct the

shelter at the roadblock. As a company, we are, therefore,
happy that our desire to provide shelter to the officers at
the roadblock has been realized,” he said.

He asked the Police to take proper care of the building
echoing the words of Shayona’s Managing Director, Jitendra
Patel,that it is easy to build but difficult to maintain.
Mwalweni said the construction of the shelter is a

symbol of appreciation to the Police as Shayona realizes
that security in a country is a catalyst to growth and
survival of the industry. 
“We very much appreciate the role of police who have

been very supportive of Shayona Cement Corporation by
providing security to the factory. We hope with this
investment, our relationship with Kasungu Police Station
shall continue to grow from strength to strength,” he said.
The building cost Shayona Cement Corporation

MK2.3 million to construct.
Shayona Cement Corporation has been undertaking a

number of corporate social responsibility initiatives which
include construction of school blocks, donation of drugs to
a health centre and planting of trees in the area that hosts
its cement factory to preserve the environment

By Austin Mvula- Shayona Cement’s Human
Resource & Administration Manager

Shayona Cement donates Bua Roadblock shelter

The old make-shift shelter                                                             The new shelter

Minister of Natural Resources, Energy and
Mining Bright Msaka has vowed to push
for the formalization of artisanal and
small scale miners (ASM) operations in
order to ensure poverty alleviation for

the miners and more revenue to government through
collection of adequate taxes.

He was speaking in Mzimba where he visited the
Mzimba Gemstone Mining cooperative.
“It is sad that gemstone mining has been taking place

here for over 40 years but the miners are still poor. I was
hoping to find people whose lives have been transformed
in the 40 years that have passed," said Msaka.
He said the government is doing all it can to ensure that

the lives of ASMs are uplifted noting that a draft ASM
policy has been developed and the Mines and Minerals Bill
has also been drafted with both documents embracing
clauses to formalize the ASM sector and ensure a proper
market for the miners.
Most Malawian ASMs are duped by middlemen who

buy the stones at unrealistically low prices and sell them
at a whooping profit in foreign gemstone markets.
"I know that we do not have an established market for

gemstones, where there is transparency, here in Malawi. In
that way, government is also losing millions of dollars in
form of taxes. We are working to sort out these problems
through the adoption of the ASM policy and the new Mines
Law which, among other issues, seeks to formalize the
ASM sector for it to contribute to poverty alleviation and
economic development,” said Msaka.
He described the current situation where by small scale

miners are not substantially benefitting from their stones 

because they are just giving away the products to
foreigners at a cheaper price as alarming.
Msaka also urged financial institutions to support the

ASM sector by providing loans to ASM cooperatives to
procure advanced equipment for their operations.
“Mechanisation of ASM operations is an important step

that we should take now. I ask banks not to leave this task
to the government only. They should come in and give
loans to you people to modernize your operations,” he said.
Chairperson for Mzimba Gemstone Cooperative

Jerrifton Gama agreed with Msaka that government has to
intervene to ensure proper marketing of gemstones. 
"Government has to regulate the market to ensure that

we do not sell our gems at cheaper prices,” said Gama.
He also urged government, donors and the cooperate

world to provide the ASM cooperatives with advanced
equipment such as mini-excavators because the use of
primitive equipment like hand-held hoes is making their
work tough.
Secretary General for Gemstone association of Malawi

Ian Petros Mbewe asked the government to continue
providing training opportunities to ASMs on areas such as
gemology and marketing skills in order for the subsector to
move to greater heights

Msaka pushes for sanity in ASM sector

By Deborah Manda
Msaka inspecting gemstones displayed by ASMs


